effortless

intuitive improvement

deeper meaning

situation

forewarned

assist

knowing

appreciate others

thank you

receive

earn

give freely

do not expect

compensate

on track

uncompromising

not for turning

no 'u' turn

timetable

push

inflexible

stick over

temporary fix

join

hold together

short term

attached

hard to be able to break away

complex

think it through

staring at defeat

logic

multi-factor

not easy

tactic / strategy

tidy

deal with

shut away

reorganise

empty

in

out of

prickly

handle with care

highly strung

isolation

self protective

matters of the heart

thoughtless

immature moments

carelessness

all to look forward to

missing/lost

regret

energy / fun

adolescence

happy / mirth

increase

positive feeling

infectious

amusement

leave the woe behind

need to let your hair down

slow / slow but sure

ponder

behind

fragile

slimy

pace of life

contain / self contained

rat race

rush

drudge

routine

need own space

connection

commute

announce

share

gossip

indiscreet

exaggerate somewhat

advertise

distribute

natural strength

protective

discipline

grounded

paternal

masculine traits

competition / competitive

nurturing

caring

empathy

love

maternal

listener

mothering

hold back

re-plan

setback

interruption

patience

hesitate

stay

work hard

persevere

forge bonds

new project

strive for extra effort

build foundations

will pay dividends later

lust

objective/intention

need

passion

sexuality

fetish

experimentation / try new things

libido

attract / attraction

harmony

strut / show off

beauty

admire

flamboyant

all that glitters

deception

not all it seems

hard

illusion

too eager

wolf in sheep's' clothing

fractured

needs repair

re-bond

too late

move on

healing

dejected

heighten one's senses

enhance

romance / romantic

honeymoon

gentle beginnings

amorous / ardent

fertile / bear fruit

complete trust

monogamy

listens

understanding

total

unqualified

love

long commitment

loyalty / devotion

welcome stability

sense of security

equality

comfortable together

joined

up and down

turmoil

hot and cold

disorienting / confusion

fluctuate

unstable

constant changes

generosity

expect / expectation

helping hand

unexpected / surprise

spiritual gift(s)

physical gift(s)

volunteer your skills to help

grow / growth

cultivate

mentor others

irrigate/water

plant ideas

improve

activation

absorb

retain / protect / shield

pull towards you

emotionally draining

energy vampire / drainer

sponger

empathy / sensitive to energies

hide behind

feeling ashamed

look behind

unmask

cover up

increased confidence

face up to your fears

fine detail

look closer / be sure

drill down

get to grips

micro-managing

overlooked

read the small print

see the bigger picture

remote and/or detached

unable to influence

react to what is seen

see but not touch

spy / surveillance

use what you can see wisely

weakness

two timing

control

lustful feelings

uncaring / selfish

lure

enticement

look into the future

prophetic / visionary

an inner knowing

ability to be predictive

use your spiritual skill

act on your feelings

sensitive and empathic

late nights

sharp vision

sacred knowledge

fierce

instinct

audacity

difficult to follow

controlled / controlling

dummy

instrument

lackey / pawn

strings attached

manipulate

knowingly being manipulated

firmness of spirit

skilful activity

unity & peace

wisdom of individuality

endless creativity

potency & energy

spiritual power

not listening

distracted

self centred

insulated

engulfed in own world

independent

unaware of time/surroundings

time: Dec/Jan/Feb

end of current chapter

old age / retirement

sleep / time to rest

hibernation

dormant

indoor activities

time: Mar/Apr/May

rebirth

youthful feeling

vigorous

equinox

leap

bounce back

time: Jun/Jul/Aug

liveliness

growth

gardening / gardens

cheerful

outdoor activities / sport

vacation/holiday/short break

time: Sep/Oct/Nov

changes

middle ground

prepare

shed

mature

remembrance

has become habit

trapped on same path

repetitive / routine

feels like stuck in a rut

day in day out

heavy/hard/slow going

going over the same ground

symbol of hope

light of guidance

encouragement

go/look to the light

warning sign - heed

follow the signs

show others the way/path

ramparts / walls

fortify / fortifications

keep yourself protected

protective barrier

closed / shut out

open up when ready

drop barriers, less defensive

make judgement

justice

punishment

nonjudgmental

who decides?

even handed

expose the facts with even mind

quick or hot tempered

about to erupt

purify / cleanse

loud and in one's face

forthcoming big event

tread carefully

step back or circumnavigate

new chapter in old book

past life influences

lessons learnt

multiple jigsaws

constant reshaping

soul/soul journey

old connections, old friends

love can be blind

looks, but does not see

too close to the issue

need to stand back

trapped in the moment

others can see

requires objective evaluation

maiden

mother

crone

parenthood

reproduction

universal

conception

ancient remedies

consult doctor / therapist

seek vitamins/minerals

substance abuse

treatment / cure

wean off when possible

explore natural alternative(s)

disbeliever / nonbeliever

doubter

cynic

blocked intuition

detractor

needs to be convinced

unable to think for oneself

companionship

close bond

member of family

mollycoddle / pamper

polar opposites

your responsibility

unconditional sharing

pack mentality

gang

allegiance

cleverness

acceptance

farsightedness

pathfinder

retry if necessary

walking on eggshells

risky

require steadiness

concentrate

incentive

tread slowly and carefully

dip your toe in the water

trial / try out

put to the test

assess benefits

acid test

growth opportunity

if you never try, you will never know
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